Skeletal Fixation in a Mutilated Hand
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Much of the intricate adaptability of the hand depends on the stable polyarticular skeleton being covered with pliable and sensate soft tissue. The goal of fracture fixation in severe injuries of the hand is to provide a backdrop stable enough for immediate reconstructive procedures. On the other hand, all soft tissue procedures must be planned with a view to achieve rapid and solid fracture healing in good position. Two factors that we have found detrimental to hand function in mutilating hand injuries are contracture of the first web and contracture of the metacarpal phalangeal (MCP) joints of the fingers. Their genesis lies less in the fracture pattern and more in the positioning after fixation. Planning only for fracture fixation gives a good radiograph, albeit of a nonfunctional hand. The goal is to achieve the best possible function under the circumstances. Setting course for such a defined goal should integrate the fixation plan with other procedures, such as flaps, nerve grafting, or tendon transfer. It is quite surprising how often the initial skeletal fixation turns out to be suboptimal for some future reconstruction. So, each milestone in the roadmap to salvage should be familiar to the entire team involved.

CHALLENGES IN FRACTURE FIXATION IN MUTILATED INJURIES

The mutilated hand differs from other closed injuries, or even most open fractures, in many ways. First, mutilating injuries may present with a disorganization of the skeleton. Before fracture fixation is considered, components that can be salvaged have to be identified.1,2 These then need to be positioned for best possible function. Second, mutilating injuries also present with joint disruption apart from the fractures. Restoring stability to these joints, while preserving motion, is
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